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Abstract—The concept of degrees of freedom (DoF) has been
adopted to resolve the difficulty of studying the multi-user
wireless network capacity regions. Interference alignment (IA) is
an important technique developed recently for quantifying the
DoF of such networks. In the present study, a single-hop
interference network with K transmitters and N receivers is
taken into account. Each transmitter emits an independent
message and each receiver requests an arbitrary subset of the
messages. Using the linear IA techniques, the optimal DoF
assignment has been analyzed. Assuming generic channel
coefficients, it has been shown that the perfect IA cannot be
achieved for a broad class of interference networks. Analytical
evaluation of DoF feasibility for general interference channels
(IFCs) is complicated and not available yet. Iterative algorithm
designed to minimize the leakage interference at each receiver is
extended to work with general IFCs. This algorithm provides
numerical insights into the feasibility of IA, which is not yet
available in theory.
Keywords-interference channel; interference
degrees of freedom; channel state information
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INTRODUCTION

Despite the intensive research on multi‐user wireless
communication networks over the past three decades, the
subject is still not well understood from information‐theoretic
perspective. Capacity limits of many multi‐user networks are
still unknown (even for a small number of users). For example,
the capacity region of a two‐user single‐antenna interference
channel (IFC) is still unknown, though the region can be
bounded up to a constant value [1]. Researchers have derived
various approximations of the capacity region of the IFCs. For
example, the maximum total degrees of freedom (DoF)
correspond to the first order approximation of the sum‐rate
capacity in high SNR regime. DoF is not a new concept, it is
widely known as the multiplexing gain in point‐to‐point
communication scenarios. It was termed as spatial DoF in [2],
referring to the maximum multiplexing gain. In the present
study, the maximum multiplexing gain is presumed to be the
total DoF. The study of DoF of interference networks was
pioneered in [3]. In [2], the total DoF of two‐user multiple‐
input multiple‐output IFC is provided. Interference alignment
(IA) is a powerful scheme developed recently for quantifying
www.etasr.com

the DoF region of multi‐user networks. IA refers to the
construction of signals in such a way that their mutual
interference aligns at the receivers, facilitating simple
interference cancellation techniques. The remaining
dimensions are designated for communicating the desired
signal, keeping it free from interference. IA was first
introduced in [4], and clarified in [5]. The analysis of DoF is
shown to be very useful in revealing the capacity potential of
the IFCs. The channel capacity of IFC is limited with large
number of users. Authors in [3, 6], showed that the total
number of η=ΚΜ/2 DoF can be achieved asymptotically via
infinite time (frequency) expansion under block fading channel
for a K-user M antenna IFC. This result indicates that the
capacity of each user is unbounded regardless of the user
number K. The achieving method is based on IA.
The principal assumption enabling this surprising result is
that the channel extensions are exponentially long in K and are
generic (e.g., drawn from a continuous probability
distribution). However, there is an important distinction
between perfect IA schemes and partial IA schemes. Perfect IA
schemes are able to exactly achieve the outer bound of the DoF
with a finite symbol extension of the channel. In contrast,
partial IA schemes pay a penalty in the form of the overflow
room required to “almost” align interference. Study of the
design and feasibility of linear beamforming for IA without
symbol extensions has received significant attention [7-10].
In general, linear IA can be described by a set of bilinear
equations which correspond to the zero‐forcing conditions at
each receiver. One can count the number of “independent
unknowns” and the number of scalar equations in this quadratic
system defining IA to verify if the total number of variables
exceeds the total number of constraints in the system of
equations. If a system has more variables than constraints, it is
called a proper system. Otherwise, it is called an improper
system [7]. While it is known that almost all improper systems
are infeasible [8-9], the feasibility of the proper systems is still
an area of active research. In [8-10], a set of sufficient
conditions for feasibility are established. In this paper, we
consider the case of interference networks with general
message demands. In this setup, there are K transmitters and N
receivers, each equipped with M antennas. Each transmitter
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em
mits a unique message and each receiverr is interested in an
arbbitrary subsett of the messages. This construction is a
genneralization oof the multiplee unicasts scennario considerred in
[6]], to the case w
where each recceiver is intereested in an arbbitrary
subbset of the transmitted m
messages. DooF region forr this
nettwork is evaluuated in [11]. In this work, we evaluate hhow to
opttimally allocaate DoFs to the transmitters of this architecture
to achieve the tootal DoF of succh a network.
As an alterrnative to thee closed form
m designs, several
alggorithmic apprroaches have been proposeed in the literrature.
Maany of those methods aim
m to minimizze the interfeerence
leaakage at each receiver so tthat ‐at the beest case‐the IA
A can
perrfectly be aattained. Thee suggested insight for their
efffectiveness iss that whenn perfect IA
A is possiblee, the
intterference leakkage will be zero and succh algorithmss may
obttain the optim
mal solutions. In this papper, we are mostly
m
conncerned with the feasibilitty of the perrfect IA. We have
exttended the iteerative IA algoorithm develooped in [12], to the
casse of generall IFC to evaluate IA feassibility of diffferent
sceenarios.
The rest of the
t paper is oorganized as fo
follows. The ssystem
moodel is introduuced in Sectioon II. In Sectiion III, it is argued
a
whhy linear IA scheme, overr a single anntenna IFC, ccannot
achhieve the totaal number of DoF with a limited numbber of
chaannel extensioons. In Sectionn IV, an iterattive IA algoritthm is
prooposed to achhieve optimall DoF of an IFC with general
meessage demandds. Simulationn results are pprovided in Section
V, and concludinng remarks aree presented in Section VI.
II.

V
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inddependently ffrom a Gauussian indepeendent identiically
disttribution withh zero mean and unit vaariance. It is also
assuumed that all transmitters aare subject to a power consstraint
P:
(1)
wheere E is the expectation taaken over tim
me. Hereafter, time
inddex is omitted for conveniennce. Let dennote the duration of
From this poinnt and
the time expansioon in number of symbols. F
beloow, we use uppercase boold fonts to denote the time‐
exppanded signalss.
[
H[jk]=diag(H[jk]
(1), H[jk](2),, , … H[jk](τ)), is a Μτ×Μτ bblock
diaggonal matrix.. Denoting thhe beamformiing matrix of the
trannsmitted message k as V[k], the extended channel modeel can
be described
d
as foollows,

(2)
wheere Y[j]=[Y[j](11)T, Y[j](2)T,…., Y[j](τ)T]Τ is the Μτ×1 received
signnal vector ovver the extendded channel, V[k] is the Μττ×d[k]
beaamforming maatrix of transm
mitter k, and d[[k] is the numbber of
inddependent signnal symbols traansmitted from
m transmitter kk. X[k]
mitted symbols and
is a Μ
Μτ×1
is a d[k]×1 vectorr of the transm
receeived noise vector at recceiver j. Perffect channel state
infoormation (CSII) is assumed to be availabble at receiverss and
globbal CSI at trannsmitters.

SY
YSTEM MODEL

Consider a K
K×N user singgle‐hop interfeerence networkk with
K transmitters and N receiivers. We asssume that all the
traansmitters and receivers havve M antennass. An illustratiion of
thee system moddel is shown inn Figure 1. Each
E
transmitteer has
one and only oone independeent message. Each receiveer can
multiple transm
mitters.
reqquest an arbitrrary set of messsages from m
Leet Sj, j ϵ[N] be the set of indices of those trransmitted messsages
reqquested by recceiver j, wheree [N] is definedd as [N]={1,…
…..,N}
andd
is the set
s of indicess of those traansmitted messsages
conntributing to the interfereence at receeiver j. Obviously,
iss the set of alll active transm
mitters, where active
traansmitters are defined as thee transmitters with assignedd DoF
greeater than zeroo. All transmiitters share a ccommon banddwidth
andd want to achiieve the maxim
mum possible sum rate alongg with
a reliable
r
commuunication. Chaannel output att receiver j andd over
tim
me slot , t   is characterizzed by the folllowing input‐ooutput
rellationship:

Fig. 1.

user IFC modeel.

Authors in [111], have referrred to the afoorementioned setup
as an
a interferencee network witth general messsage demandds and
havve derived DooF region of this setup. Denote the cappacity
region of such a system withh power consstraint P as
,
corrresponding DooF region is deefined as

(1)
(3)

[k]

whhere 1≤j≤N is the user indeex, X (t) is thhe M×1 transm
mitted
siggnal of transm
mitter k, H[jk](t)
t), 1≤k≤K is tthe M×M mattrix of
fadding factors of the channel from transmiitter k to receiiver j.
Thhe channel faading factors at different time instantts are
asssumed to bee independenntly drawn fr
from a contiinuous
disstribution. Z[j]](t) is the addditive white Gaussian noise at
recceiver j. The noise terms are all assuumed to be ddrawn
www.etasrr.com

The total DoF
F number is deefined as:
.
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III.

LINEAR VECTOR IA LIMITATION

DoF region for the setup described in Section II has been
derived by [11], as follows,
(5)

is the set of message indices requested by receiver
. Optimal DoF assignment in an IFC with general
message demands is obtained by solving the following linear
programming problem;
where
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M
. It is now intended to show that this is
β 1
the only DoF point that achieves total number of DoF. It is
worth noting that as prime receivers are addressed those
receivers whose requested message sets are not a subset of any
other requested message set. If Theorem 1 is not true, there is at
which is strictly greater than
. We
least one
would also have the following lemma:

achieved by d [ k ] 

In the specified channel structure, we should have
(8)
where G is the number of prime receivers.
Assume

that

there

is
,

 Theorem 1. The only DoF point that achieves total number
of DoF of an IFC where all receivers request the same
number of transmitted messages and each transmitter sends
message to equal number of receivers is
 M
M
M 
d
,
,...,

β 1
 β 1 β 1

(4)

Proof. Maximum total number of DoF for this network is
KM
obtained to be
, where β is the number of requested
β 1
messages for each prime receiver [11]. Obviously, total DoF is

www.etasr.com

where
that

implies

. Thus, using (5), we will have

(6)
where z is defined as a G×1 vector consisted of scalar elements
.
implies that all
elements of z should be smaller than M. The solution to the
feasibility problem is not known in general. In other words,
given a set of randomly generated channel matrices and a
, it is not
degree‐of‐freedom allocation
known if one can almost surely find the transmit and receive
filters that will satisfy the feasibility conditions. If we look at
the problem of finding the precoding and zero‐forcing matrices
when the channel coefficients are arbitrary and given, the
problem is computationally intractable. In particular, [8]
established that for an arbitrary K‐user MIMO IFC, checking
is
the achievability of a certain DoF tuple
NP‐hard when each user and transmitter has more than 2
antennas. The notion of regular IFC will be introduced below
and it will be shown that perfect IA is not feasible for single
antenna regular IFC. The distributed IA developed in this paper
will be useful in numerically evaluating the feasibility problem
for general IFC. Regular networks are defined as IFCs for
which the only optimal DoF assignment is equal DoF
assignment for all active transmitters. Theorem 1 implies that
an IFC in which all prime receivers request the same number of
transmitted messages and each transmitter sends message to an
equal number of prime receivers is a regular network.

a
which

(4)

The first equality, a , is derived from the fact that
, is derived from DoF region inequalities
in (5) and c is implied from the assumption that
. Equation (9) contradicts the
assumption that this DoF assignment achieves total DoF
number. Therefore, the lemma is valid.
Based on (5), in order to characterize DoF region, we
should consider G inequalities of the form
(5)
Since each message is requested by
summing all G inequalities, we have

receivers,
(11)

where

is defined as

. Using the

strictly greater than
fact that there is at least one
along with lemma 1, it is obtained that

,

(12)
substituting (12) in (11), we will have the following inequality:
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dessired messagees should occcupy 2 linearly indepenndent
direections. Since signals comee from a spacee of 3 dimenssions,
the 4 interferinng vectors m
must occupy the remaininng 1
mension. IA reqquirements caan be written ass follows.
dim
(7)

whhich contradiccts the assum
mption that thiis DoF assignnment
achhieves total DoF number. Therefore,
is thee only
DooF point that achieves thee total numbeer of DoF oof this
nettwork.
 Theorem 2. Assuming thhat the channnel coefficientts are
o a single anntenna
generic, the total number of the DoF of
regular interrference netwoork cannot bee achieved ussing a
finite extensiion of the channnel.
Proof. It shoould be noted that the regular IFC shouldd have
moore than 1 DooF, otherwise, the networkk is equivalennt to a
brooadcast or muultiple access channel.
c
Optim
mal DoF assignnment
is nnot unique in tthis case. In faact, every K×11 vector
that
sattisfies
acchieves optim
mal DoF off this
nettwork. For exxample, if a set, say Si, woould have K or
o K-1
eleements, receivver and its corresponding transmitters ccan be
connsidered as a multiple acccess channel without losing any
DooF gain, and therefore thee total number of DoF oof this
nettwork is 1. Thhere is no neeed for IA in thhis case and ssimple
meethods like tim
me division based
b
multiplee access technniques
cann achieve the total number oof Dof of this structure. Connsider
a sspecial case oof 6×3 user IF
FC with generralized messagge set,
thee channel struucture along w
with requested set of messages at
eacch receiver is sshown in Figuure 2.

Thus, the tootal dimensionn of the inteerference is 1 and
receeiver j can deecode all its deesired messagges. Along witth the
aboove criteria, thhe desired siggnal vectors aare required tto be
lineearly independent of the interference ddimension at each
receeiver. This reqquirement impplies that,
(8)
Whhere D(S) is defined as thhe dimension of a subspacce S,
are the seets of the receiived signal veectors
corrresponding too the desiredd and undesirred signal vecctors,
resppectively, andd 3 is the total subspace dim
mension availabble at
the receivers. Foor example, aat user 1,
is obtaineed as
.
Observe thatt (14) is a seet of bilinearr equations inn the
unkknown precodding and zerro‐forcing filtters. A feasiibility
queestion is raisedd as to whetheer a system addmits perfect IIA or
nott. Authors in [7]
[ argued thaat when the chhannel coefficcients
are selected randdomly and inddependently, tthe proper sysstems
shoould have almoost surely a perrfect alignmennt solution. A set of
biliinear equationss is called proper, in other words,
w
perfect IA is
exppected to be feasible almoost surely whhen the number of
varriables is less than or equal to the num
mber of equattions.
Mooreover, [8] pproved that im
mproper systeem of equatioons is
infeeasible when each transmittter uses only one beamforrming
vecctor. It can be observed that the set of IA requirements, (14),
connstitutes an improper set of equationss. The numbeer of
inddependent variaables in this syystem can be oobtained as
(16))
wheere

L

is

the numbber of chaannel extenssions.
is the num
mber desired sttreams at receiiver j.

Nυ is less than thhe number of equations, Νe, which is obtained
as
Fig. 2.

6

(17)

3 user IFC with general message demands.

The proof foor the general case is similaar. It is intendded to
achhieve the outeer bound of 6//3 DoF for thiis setup. Conssider 3
exttensions of this channel. Over this extended chhannel,
connsider a hypotthetical achievvable scheme w
where each off the 6
meessages achievves 1 DoF if possible, usinng beamformiing at
eveery transmitteer and zero‐forrcing at everyy receiver. Notte that
thiis is the only DoF point inn achievable region that achhieves
tottal number of DoF
D of this neetwork, accordding to Theorem
m 1.
Let message
be beamformed alonng 3×1 vector
at transmitter kk. Receiver j intends to decode
usiing zero‐forciing. At receivver j, to decode 2 indepeendent
meessages
, thee vectors corrresponding tto the
www.etasrr.com

wheere

is thhe number of interfering strreams

at rreceiver j. Theerefore, using 3 extensions oof the channell or 3
anteennas at eachh node, we ccannot achievve 6 DoF forr this
netw
work. In the ffollowing, it iis proved thatt this system of
o IA
requ
quirements is sstill infeasiblee using every finite extensioon of
the channel.
Consider a 3nn symbol extennsion of the chhannel over which,
w
acccording to Theorem 1, the onnly achievablee scheme is thee case
wheere each of thhe 6 transmittters achieves n DoF if possible,
usinng beamform
ming at every transmitter annd zero‐forcinng at
eveery receiver. T
The 3n×n vecctors
shhould
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satisfy IA conditions along with the linear independence
condition. IA requirements at 3 receivers can be summarized as
follows,
(9)
Since diagonal channel matrices
are almost surely full
rank, after some algebraic manipulations, (18) becomes
(10)

where

matrices are obtained as follows,

(11)

and CM is defined as
(12)
Assuming

3145

are many cases where perfect IA for a single antenna IFC is not
feasible.
IV.

DISTRIBUTED IA ALGORITHM FOR GENERAL IFC

In general, the optimal DoF solution for each specific
configuration can be obtained by solving the linear
programming problem (6), using methods like simplex
algorithm. The closed form solution for each arbitrary
requested message set structure is not straightforward.
Moreover, analytical evaluation of DoF feasibility is not
straightforward. Interference can be aligned in networks with
single antenna nodes through the channel extension in
frequency or time as long as the channel is varying across
frequency or time. However, this approach requires long
symbol extensions. For example, the achievable scheme
presented in [11] uses at least 1536 extensions of the single 6×3
antenna introduced in Figure 2 to achieve d={1/3, 1/12, 1/24,
1/192, 1/1536} number of DoFs for the transmitters. Total DoF
number of 0.47 is achieved for this scheme which is still far
less than the optimal DoF of 2 for this channel. Due to these
difficulties, it is preferred if IA can be accomplished without or
with limited symbol extensions. Actually, IA schemes are most
likely to be used in MIMO networks. Feasibility of perfect IA
is not yet available in theory for most MIMO networks.
Iterative algorithms provide numerical insights into the
feasibility of IA in these cases. In this section, distributed IA
algorithm presented in [12] is extended to be utilized for the
case of general IFC with multiple antenna nodes and with no
symbol extensions.
Based on the system model presented in Section II, IA
feasibility conditions are derived as follows,

is of rank n, [13] has shown that (20) implies n

eigenvectors of

lie in

. Since all

channel matrices are diagonal, the set of eigenvectors of
channel matrices, their inverse and product are column vectors
of the identity matrix. Define
and
note that ei exists in

, therefore, the set

of equations in (19) implies that
(13)
Thus,

Vol. 8, No. 4, 2018, 3141-3148

at

receiver
1,
the
desired
signal
is not linearly independent of the
, and hence, receiver 1 cannot
interference signal,
fully decode W[1] and W[4] solely by zero‐forcing the
interference signal. Therefore, if the channel coefficients are
completely random and generic, we cannot obtain 6/3 DoF for
the 6×3 user single antenna IFC through linear IA schemes.
Regular IFCs are mostly encountered in networks with few
users. We have evaluated optimal DoF assignment for
random configurations of a 10×10 IFC. Roughly, 25% of the
evaluated networks were regular IFCs. It is implied that there

www.etasr.com

(23)
while the rank condition is typically assumed to be
automatically satisfied, this is not true in the case of symbol
extensions because channel matrices cannot be assumed to be
generic. When no symbol extensions is applied and the MIMO
channels
are generic, the rank condition is satisfied with
probability one. In other words, with generic channels there is
no need to explicitly introduce the rank constraint into the
optimization problem. Equation (23) requires that at each
receiver, all interferences must be suppressed, leaving as many
interference‐free dimensions as the DoF allocated to that
receiver.
The intention is to use alternating optimization procedure
similar to [12], to find the transmit precoding and receive zero‐
forcing matrices. We start with arbitrary transmit and receive
filters
and iteratively update these filters to
approach IA. Alternating optimization procedure is realized by
switching the direction of communication. The total
interference leakage at receiver j due to all undesired
transmitters is given by:
(24)
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where
(14)
Let us define
as the set of receivers that request
message from transmitter k, i.e.,
. In the reciprocal network, the total interference leakage at
receiver
k
due
to
all
undesired
transmitters
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continue in this manner until the algorithm converges. The
proof of convergence for this algorithm is similar to the one
presented in [12]. It can be observed that each step in the
algorithm reduces the value of the total leakage interference.
The total leakage interference for general IFC is defines as
follows,
(32)
where

is given by (26):
(15)
where
(16)
is the interference covariance matrix at receiver k. The iterative
algorithm alternates between the original and reciprocal
networks. In the original network, each receiver solves the
following optimization problem.
(17)

is defined in (24).

The algorithm presented in this section seeks perfect IA. In
particular it seeks to create an interference free subspace of the
required number of dimensions that is designated as the desired
signal subspace. However, note that perfect IA may not always
be feasible. In such scenarios, the network structure should be
reconfigured. Simulation results indicate that residual
interference due to the imperfect IA significantly degrades the
achievable sum rate performance in high signal to noise ratios.
We can either reduce the number of transmitted streams,
increase the number of receive antennas, use relays in the
network to accommodate IA, or use channel extension to make
IA feasible. In the following, we will consider the case of
reduced number of transmitted streams (RNS) and increased
number of receive antennas (INA) along with the case of
optimal DoF assignment (ODA).
V.

In other words, receiver j chooses its interference
suppression filter
to minimize the leakage interference
due to all undesired transmitters. The
dimensional received
signal subspace that contains the least interference is the space
smallest
spanned by the eigenvectors corresponding to the
eigenvalues of the interference covariance matrix
. Thus,
the
columns of
are given by:
(29)
is the eigenvector corresponding to the
where
.
smallest eigenvalue of
For the second step, consider the reciprocal network
obtained by reversing the roles of the transmitters and the
receivers. The transmit precoding matrices in the reciprocal
network,
, are the receive interference suppression
matrices
from the original network. Each receiver in the
reciprocal network solves the following optimization problem.
(30)
Similarly, the

columns of

are given by:
(31)

The receive zero‐forcing filters in the reciprocal network
are then used as the transmit precoding matrices in the original
network, and the algorithm iterates again. The iterations
www.etasr.com
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SIMULATION ΡESULTS

In this section we run simulations to illustrate practical
feasibility of the optimal DoF assignment. Consider the 6×3
user regular IFC shown in Figure 2. It is proved that perfect IA
is not feasible for this network, assuming single antenna nodes.
We consider a MIMO interference channel where each
transmitter/receiver is equipped with 3 antennas. Optimal DoF
assignments for this structure is obtained as d[k]=1, k=[6]. The
system of bilinear equations for IA requirements of this
network constitutes an improper system because the number of
the independent variables is 18 which is less than the number
of equations which is 24. Therefore, we expect the perfect IA
to be still infeasible. This fact is confirmed with simulation
results.
We allocate power 1/d to each column of the precoding
matrices, and set the noise power level to σ2=10-P/10, where
P=[0:10:60]dB. Final results are obtained by averaging over
200 channel realizations, where each channel element is i.i.d.
zero mean unit variance circularly symmetric complex
Gaussian. We run 104 iterations of the extended minimum
leakage algorithm for each simulation. We plot the sum rate of
each system. The sum rate is computed as
,
is defined as the covariance matrix of desired signal
where
for receiver j. It is observed in Figure 3 that the sum rate of
ODA case is limited with residual interference at high signal to
noise ratios. Sum rate performance is also plotted for two cases
of RNS (d[1]=0, d[k]=1, k=2) and INA (4 receive antennas). We
compare the performance of the iterative IA algorithms for this
channel with orthogonal schemes and isotropic transmission.
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Thhe sum rate forr the orthogonnal scheme is ccalculated assu
uming
equual time shariing for the useers, and with ppower 6P per node.
Thhe isotropic traansmission caase refers to thhe case wheree each
traansmitter sendds d[k]=1, k=[
k 6] stream
m of equal power
p
reggardless of thee channel inforrmation.

Figg. 3.
Performaance of the iteraative IA algorithhm for the 6
reggular IFC.

3 user

It is observedd that orthogoonal schemes outperform
o
OD
DA at
higgh signal to nnoise ratios in this specific structure. Althhough
thee upperbound on the DoF foor this networkk with 3 antennnas at
eacch receiver nnode is 6, appproaching thee upperboundd may
enttail channel extensions.
e
Thhe slope of thhe INA sum rrate at
higgh signal to nnoise ratios sugggests that 6 degrees of freeedom
(d[[1]=…=d[6]=1)) can be achieeved by usingg 4 antennas at the
recceiver nodes without channnel extensionn. For feasiblle IA,
leaakage interfereence for each oof three receivvers should bee zero.
It iis realized thaat IA is feasiblle in case of R
RNS and INA.. Note
thaat, the system of the bilineaar equations iss proper for booth of
theese cases Nυ=N
Ne=16 for RNS scheme and Nυ=Ne=24 foor INA
schheme.
Iterative algoorithm can allso be used too check theorretical
feaasibility of IA
A strategy for a given num
mber of stream
ms per
useer. We evaluaate the iterativve algorithm ffor a 5×3 IFC
C with
reqquested messaage sets defined as S1={11,5}, S2={1,2}} and
S3=
={3,4,5}. Solvving the linearr programminng (6), optimal DoF
asssignment for this networkk is obtainedd as d[1]=d[2]]=0.4,
3]
d[3]
=d[4]=d[5]=0.2. We havee assumed 5 antennas at each
recceiver node for
f the simullations. The system of biilinear
equuations is propper in this casse, Nυ=40, Ne=36,
=
hence, ODA is
likkely to be feassible for this sscenario. The average numbber of
3

straategies in this network. In ffact, RNS has less sum ratee than
OD
DA in this caase, which em
mphasizes the benefits of uusing
opttimal DoF assiignment.

Fig. 4.
IFC.

Performannce of the iteratiive IA algorithm for the 5

3 ggeneral

VI. CONCLUSION
O
The concept of regular intterference netw
work is introdduced
as aan interferencee network in which
w
all activve transmitters have
equual number oof optimal DoF.
D
Regular IFCs are mostly
m
enccountered in neetworks with ffew number off users. It is prroved
thatt perfect IA cannot be acchieved for tthe single antenna
reguular IFCs withh generic channnel coefficients. The feasiibility
of the optimal D
DoF assignmeent for the geeneral interferrence
netw
works is not easily matheematically traactable. Distribbuted
minnimum leakagge IA is extennded to work with general IFC.
Thiis algorithm iss based on thee network recipprocity. Simullation
resuults suggest thhat, despite thhe non‐symm
metric nature of
o the
genneral IFC, iterrative IA algoorithm is still useful in practical
reallization of IA and evaluationn of the perfecct IA feasibilitty for
thiss network. Nuumerical compparisons to orrthogonal schhemes
andd simultaneouss isotropic trannsmission scheemes show thaat the
bennefits of using distributed IA
A algorithms arre significant.
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